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Pre-Market Supply Access
MarketMaker CRE exclusively enables you to See and Access Future Supply and Demand, 

with the ability to secure Pre-Market Supply months before it enters the market

Click on Interested Sellers to see seller 
supply that aligns with your specific 
acquisition criteria.

Institutional Investors, Family Office, 
Corporate America and Insurance 
Company sellers are listed in order of 
the number of matched criteria, 
including properties to be sold in 
current and future quarters.

See and secure supply quarters ahead 
of when they are scheduled to enter the 
market!

ENGAGE PRE-MARKET SUPPLY

Pre-Market Supply is supply that is planned and approved for sale in coming quarters. MarketMaker CRE enables 
you to pull and engage the pre-market supply that ideally aligns with your specific buying needs.

Once you enter your acquisition and disposition plans by quarter into MarketMaker CRE you can see and 
engage the matching supply or demand that is planned for sale or purchase, quarter by quarter.
 
You begin to see in which quarters supply will exceed demand or vice versa. As properties transact within 
the marketplace the quarterly totals react in rea-time. Being able to see and engage the future supply or 
demand that meets your specific annual needs is a true game changer.

When you click on the Interested Sellers column you see the listed sellers in in order of number of the 
matching properties they intend to sell. These are sellers that are looking for buyers like you because 
your specific acquisition criteria match the specific supply they plan to sell.

As a NW Power Center buyer, the current quarter has a higher supply to demand ratio so it may be the 
most advantageous quarter to buy. With your NW Power Center acquisition plan complete in Q1, you can 
free up your budget and time to focus on your other needs.

With the click of a mouse, simply engage the future supply or demand you need now and enter a private, 
invisible, uninterruptable conversation with them before they enter the market!

MarketMaker CRE enables you to save time and money and gives you a significant competitive advantage 
over the rest of the market by seeing and doing what others can’t.


